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Abstract. Moving cast shadow detection is an important technique
that increases the rate of accuracy in object detection. In this paper,
we introduce a moving cast shadow detection method that is based on
the assumption that the shadow regions are darker than the correspond-
ing background regions and maintain the same chromaticity and tex-
ture. The proposed algorithm includes two main stages. The first is to
detect candidate shadows by spectral ratio at pixel-level. The other is to
extract shadows by jointly using three components of HSV chromaticity,
improved local ternary pattern and the gradient for each pixel. Each color
or texture component makes use of a pixel’s neighboring information and
comprises a single result. Three such detected results are combined to
determine whether a pixel belongs to a shadow. Experimental results
show that the method outperforms some state-of-the-art algorithms on
a benchmark dataset of indoor and outdoor scene sequences.

Keywords: Moving cast shadow · HSV chromaticity · Improved local
ternary pattern · Gradient · Neighboring information

1 Introduction

Moving object detection is core to a wide variety of visual surveillance applica-
tions including perimeter protection, content-based object indices, and behav-
ior analysis. Accurate detection of moving objects is a constant task of image
processing. Moving cast shadows—integral to this requirement—are frequently
misclassified as moving objects because they share both the similar motion prop-
erties and background discrimination with objects. Such erroneous misclassifi-
cation may affect geometrical properties and trigger distortion of real objects,
encumbering effective processing of subsequent vision algorithms such as recog-
nition and tracking. In addition, a shadow cast onto an object may increase
the probability of that object being obscured. A moving cast shadow is gener-
ated by light source occlusion by an opaque object, making the shadow darker
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than its respective covered background while retaining similar color and texture.
A shadow is always coupled with the object that cast it and its motion behavior
is similar to that object [1].

Diverse shadow detection methods [2–6], such as chromaticity-based meth-
ods and texture-based methods, have been proposed in recent years to address
multiple moving cast shadow scenarios. Some evaluation metrics, such as shadow
detection rate and shadow discrimination rate, have also materialized to evaluate
shadow detection methods [1]. In addition, a suite of benchmark test datasets,
including indoor and outdoor sequences, has also emerged [7].

The principle contribution of this paper is improvement of shadow detec-
tion rate by using a novel approach. Statistical data for shadows demonstrates
insignificant change in the color inter-component ratio of shadow pixel point
and respect to background pixel point. This results in the detection of all
shadows with a modicum of misclassified objects. Following apprehension of
candidate shadows, color consistency and texture invariance—including HSV
color, improved local ternary pattern and gradient information— are taken
into account and undergo rigorous development. Coupled with neighboring
information utilization, pixel-level analysis for candidate shadows is performed.
Experimental results validate the efficiency of this method and confirm that it
outperforms some existing state-of-the-art methods.

In the following section, related works involving several state-of-the-art meth-
ods will be discussed. After that, Sect. 3 provides details relevant to the current
method’s procedure with joint color and texture features. Section 4 then shows
the qualitative and quantitative results. The conclusion will be presented in
Sect. 5.

2 Related Works

In the past decades many shadow detection algorithms are proposed and clas-
sified as different taxonomies. A two-layer classification is given in [1]. The first
layer includes two parts: statistical and deterministic. The statistical class can
be subdivided into parametric and non-parametric methods and the determin-
istic class is further divided into model-based methods and non-model based
methods. Deterministic non-model based approach shows the best results for a
general-purpose shadow detection by using the HSV color space.

Spectral, spatial and temporal domains are the source of features in meth-
ods. Each domain can be subdivided into many algorithms by features which are
reckoned as a better taxonomy [3]. Intensity, chromaticity and physical prop-
erties belong to spectral domain. Geometry and texture are parts of spatial
features. Chromaticity method [8], geometry method [9], physical method [10],
small region (SR) texture-based method [11] and large region (LR) texture-based
method [12] are common and basic methods. Chromaticity method is based on
the assumption that shadow regions are darker but keep the chromaticity, for
instance, HSV-based chromaticity method. Geometry method assumes that each
blob consists of object and shadow and makes a distinction. Physical method
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models the appearance of shadow pixels and some methods try to establish an
attenuation model. There are many texture-based methods such as SR and LR.
SR considers more about the region-level correlation while LR adopts a method
that distinguishes a blob whether it belongs to a shadow. Each method makes
use of single property, which may achieve a good result in special scene. The
proposed method comprehensively takes chromaticity and texture into account
in order to adjust to various scenes.

The main difference between proposed method and the existing methods is that
we use two color spaces (RGB and HSV) and combine three shadow detectors: HSV
detector, improved local ternary pattern detector and gradient detector simul-
taneously. The existing methods utilize one or two cues for moving cast shadow
detection. Due to the multiple features are utilized, robustness is improved. Exper-
imental results in Sect. 4 show that our method’s better performance.

There is a dominant strategy including two steps for moving cast shadow
detection. The first step is to extract the candidate regions that contains all the
possible shadows, and the second step is to achieve an accurate detection and dis-
crimination. The principle is how to narrow the range of candidate shadows and
keep real shadows as much as possible. Our method adopts the strategy, which
has been proved efficient for outperforming five methods under the comparison
of the standard evaluation dataset.

3 Shadow Detector Method

This paper puts forward to a framework for shadow detection. Two color spaces
including RGB and HSV are employed. From the viewpoint of effectiveness,
detection result of two color spaces is better than that of one color space. For
each pixel, as long as the values of its three channels are lower than those of
its background pixel simultaneously, it can be regarded as a candidate shadow
pixel. So all real shadow pixels cannot be lost.

Meanwhile, some objects even noise that meet the standard will also be
included. Then the detector based on HSV color space can build on the precedent
work. Two kinds of texture features are also utilized to extract accurate shadows
from candidate shadows and each of which is operated at pixel-level with the
consideration of neighboring information. This method principle is shown in
Fig. 1 and the objects in the framework are defined as follows:

• Frame, Foreground and Background represent current image, detected fore-
ground image and background image respectively in sequences. Detected fore-
ground image includes the moving objects and moving cast shadows.

• S1 is the candidate shadows detected by spectral ratio of RGB color space in
the subsequent Sect. 3.1

• S2, S3 and S4 are the shadow detection results by using HSV detector,
improved local ternary pattern (ILTP) detector and gradient detector respec-
tively.

• S5 is the union result of S2, S3 and S4 though a voting process.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of shadow detection with joint color and texture information.

As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed shadow detection method consists of the
following six steps.

1. Obtain the candidate shadows S1 from raw data.
2. Use HSV detector to detect shadows and gain S2 from S1.
3. Use ILTP detector to detect shadows and gain S3 from S1.
4. Use gradient detector to detect shadows and gain S4 from S1.
5. Obtain the union shadows S5 from S2, S3 and S4.
6. Use Foreground (from raw data) and S5 to generate the final Objects image

and Shadows image.

These six steps are detailed in the following sections.

3.1 Candidate Shadow Detector by Spectral Ratio

The paper shares the typical assumption that the shadow region is darker than
corresponding background, which helps to gain the preliminary candidate shad-
ows. For each pixel, as long as all the channels’ values (RGB) are lower than
those of corresponding background pixel, it can be treated as a coarse candidate
shadow pixel. Inevitably, some objects’ or noisy pixels may be included. Exper-
iments on benchmark images validate an assumption that the shadow pixel’s
ratio between the components of RGB color space does not change significantly
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Fig. 2. Object-background spectral ratio and Shadow-background spectral ratio in
RGB color space. Image (a) is current frame, (b) is the background image, (c) is the
ground truth image, (d) is the statistic spectral ratio for all the object pixels and
shadow pixels derived from (c). In (c) white pixels belong to object class while gray
pixels belong to shadow class (Color figure online).

when comparing to its background pixel at the same position (see Fig. 2.). This
can be applied to detect candidate shadows.

Ψr =
Fb/Fg

Bb/Bg
,Ψg =

Fb/Fr

Bb/Br
,Ψb =

Fg/Fr

Bg/Br
. (1)

BGR Candidate Shadow =
{

1 if |Ψi − μ| < λ i ∈ {b, g, r}
0 otherwise

. (2)

Here Fi (i ∈ {r, g, b}) and Bi represent color component of current frame
pixel and background pixel, while Ψi is spectral ratio and close to one in shadow
regions but not necessarily in object regions. Shadows can be distinguished from
objects by using Eq. (2). In shadow regions Ψi value changes little while in object
regions it has a wide range of values. The parameter μ is a reference value that
revolves one around and λ is a smaller value (less than 0.2).

3.2 Shadow Detector by HSV Color Space

Many shadow detection methods are based on HSV color space because the
color space enhances the discrimination between objects and shadows [13]. It
consists of two parts: color chromaticity and color brightness. We choose color
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chromaticity with ignore of the brightness condition due to the use in the pre-
selection stage, otherwise it will be repetitive.

HSV Shadow =

⎧⎨
⎩1 if

n∑

i=1
|Fh

i −Bh
i |

n < τh ∧
n∑

i=1
(F s

i −Bs
i )

n < τs

0 otherwise
. (3)

The parameters (τs , τh) represent the empirical thresholds varying from
different scenes. Single pixel is isolated and opt to be a bit more arbitrary. When
its neighboring information is made use of, the interference caused by uncertain
factors such as sudden light changing tends to be reduced. The average difference
value of a small region that centered in current pixel (see Eq. (3)) is calculated
and used to determine whether current pixel belongs to a shadow class or not.

3.3 Shadow Detector by ILTP

Local binary pattern (LBP) was first introduced as an excellent means to
describe local gray-level structure. However, LBP is easily affected by noise espe-
cially in the neighborhood-uniform regions. Tan modified LBP and proposed
local ternary pattern (LTP) [14]. The difference between LBP and LTP is just
from 2-valued to 3-valued codes, which improve the resistance and robustness to
noise in many scenes.

ν (x, ic, t) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1, x ≥ ic + t
0, |x − ic| < t
−1, x ≤ ic − t

. (4)

A local neighborhood around each pixel is taken by LTP operator in gray
image. The way of LTP code is given in Eq. (4), and x represents the pixel that
around centered pixel ic and t indicates the tolerance to noise.

The LTP operator compares neighboring pixels with centered pixel but
ignores the potential information between the neighboring pixels. Actually,
the addition of comparison information of neighboring pixels can enhance the
integrity of local texture pattern. The ILTP encoding procedure is illustrated in
Fig. 3 that considers 3×3 neighborhoods. For one pixel, it is coded with 12-value
in single channel. One way to enrich more information of ILTP is to take all the
three channels of RGB color space into account.

Here, we denote C(Fi(x)) as the code-value for one pixel of current frame with
i-th neighboring pixel and C(Bi(x)) as code-value of corresponding background
pixel. The similarity between them is represented by x(i). It will be assigned to
one if C(Fi(x)) shares same value with C(Bi(x)) , otherwise zero. We denote
n as the sum of neighboring pixels and δ as the similarity between the current
pixel and background pixel at the same position.

ILTP Shadow =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 if
n∑

i=1

x(i)/n > δ

0 otherwise
. (5)
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Fig. 3. Improved local ternary pattern for shadow detection.

3.4 Shadow Detector by Gradient

LR method places more importance on gradient information [12]. Like that,
∇y is denoted as the vertical gradient (difference intensity between pixel in
previous row and the pixel in next row) and ∇x as the horizontal gradient
(difference intensity between pixel in previous column and the pixel in next
column). Meanwhile, ∇i and θi are defined as gradient magnitude and direction
respectively.

∇i =
√

∇2
x + ∇2

y , θi = arctan
(∇y

∇x

)
. (6)

Gradient Shadow =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if

n∑

i=1

∑

j∈{b,g,r}
|F(∇j

i)−B(∇j
i)|

n < φm ∧
n∑

i=1

∑

j∈{b,g,r}
|F(θj

i )−B(θj
i )|

n < φd

0 otherwise

. (7)

Specially, φm and φd are defined as deciding thresholds of gradient magni-
tude difference and direction difference respectively. The neighborhood pixels are
exploited to help construct the gradient texture. This is a small region centered
to current pixel. The gradient magnitude and direction in each pixel’s small
region in the foreground are associated with the corresponding pixel’s small
region in the background. Eq. (7) shows the detailed description of the gradient
difference and direction difference simultaneously between the current frame and
the corresponding background frame.

3.5 Union and Post-processing

A simple and typically voting mechanism is proposed to decide whether one
pixel belongs to shadow class, which is similar with the best-of-three-games.
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For each pixel, it will be regarded as a shadow pixel if there are at least more
than 2 (including 2) detected shadow results in S2, S3 and S4. So the union
shadow S5 will be obtained, and then post-processing is needed for the sake
of achieving a preferable object image and shadow image. The post-processing
includes open/close morphology processing and filling for small holes. Finally,
the shadow will be segmented properly.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Benchmark Sequences and Evaluation Metrics

The benchmark sequences were introduced in [1,15] and six typical scenes and
sequences [7] were chosen, which consisted of indoor and outdoor scenes with
different shadow detection challenges and the ground truth sequences were seg-
mented manually.

η =
TPS

TPS + FNS
, ξ =

TPF

TPF + FNF
. (8)

F−measure =
2ηξ

η + ξ
. (9)

Shadow detection (η) and shadow discrimination rate (ξ) are two metrics
(Eq. (8)) widely used to evaluate the performance of shadow detection meth-
ods. The comprehensive and cogent evaluate metric is denoted as F -measure
(Eq. (9)). We denote TPS and FNS as the true positive and false negative pixels
of detected shadows, TPF and FNF as the true positive and false negative pixels
of detected objects.

4.2 Qualitative and Quantitative Results

Qualitative results on six sequences are given in Fig. 4 with the straightforward
detected shadows and objects. Considering the different scenes, we set two groups
of parameters: τs = 28, τh = 40, δ = 0.5, φm = 15, φd = 1.2 and τs = 20, τh =
40, δ = 0.55, φm = 15, φd = 1.1 for indoor scenes and outdoor scenes. The
parameters are empirical and a systematic method to generate them needs to
be invested in future. Specially, the Campus scene uses parameters for indoor
scenes due to its weak shadow.

As a whole, the proposed method shows good performance comparing with
other five methods: chromaticity method [8], geometry method [9], physical
method [10], SR method [11] and LR method [12]. Quantitative results are pre-
sented in Table 1 with six kinds of sequences. Outdoor scenes such as Highway1
and Highway2 are challenging because of the very less chromaticity and texture
information. It is inevitable that some points are easily misclassified as shad-
ows especially at the objects’ edges. It is easy to cause the occurrence of false
positives by the air disturbance of edges, which results in the thinner detected
objects.
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Fig. 4. The qualitative results of shadow detection. The green regions are the shadows
and the blue regions are the objects (Color figure online).

Table 1. The η measure evaluation of six methods.

Methods Campus Hallway Highway1 Hallway3 Lab Room

Chromaticity 0.5386 0.9356 0.7601 0.4508 0.9949 0.9662

Geography 0.6085 0.4866 0.6616 0.4273 0.4533 0.5477

Physical 0.459 0.5608 0.4247 0.3628 0.2428 0.5802

SR 0.5537 0.9609 0.1692 0.0577 0.8151 0.9338

LR 0.5039 0.9508 0.6046 0.3808 0.876 0.818

Ours 0.7359 0.9562 0.6857 0.4192 0.9109 0.9411

It can be found out that Fig. 5 shows the advantages of the proposed method.
Results of indoor scenes are better than outdoor scenes due to the abundant
chromaticity and texture information provided.
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Fig. 5. The comparison of shadow detection results with θ metric by six methods.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a novel method for moving cast shadow detection by using
color and texture information. The innovative contribution is that we combine
color information with texture features: two color spaces including RGB and
HSV and two kinds of textures including ILTP and gradient. We adopt a two-
step strategy for shadow detection: the first step is to detect candidate shadows
and the second is to extract real shadows on the basis of first step. The pixel’s
spectral ratio is fit for efficient candidate shadow detection, and experiments
validate it.

For all three detectors of HSV, ILTP and Gradient, neighboring informa-
tion are utilized to supplement and classify pixel points of candidate shadows.
Then a simple voting strategy is adopted to obtain a comprehensive shadow
result. Experimental results on both indoor and outdoor scenarios show that
our method gains a higher shadow detection rate. For all the tested sequences
our method is average 4% larger than LR method at F -measure evaluation met-
ric. Specially, the F -measureresult of campus scene is significant, which is about
12% larger than any compared method. However, the challenges such as hard-
shadows exist. Further research under strong light condition needs to be done,
especially in outdoor scenes. In addition, an automatic mechanism of obtaining
robust and systematical parameters could be invested in the next work.
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